These guidelines are provided to assist you in creating photos that are effective and
appropriate in conveying the subject matter and meet the technical needs of print
reproduction. We typically gather photos three months in advance of publication.

Photos for feature-length and sidebar articles
General photo requirements for feature articles:
•
•
•
•

Must be in color
Should be candid or action photos
Should NOT be typical headshots
Should reflect a diverse student body

It’s helpful if you supply photos taken in two different settings to provide the magazine with
some flexibility and variety. This avoids having every author shot in a single article/issue
looking similar or in the same pose – at their desks, next to the district sign, with students,
etc. We like to give our designer as many different options as possible so that he can format
the articles in a way that’s as aesthetically appealing as possible.
Examples:
Seeing a subject “in action”
makes for a nice photo. Notice
that no one in this photo has
his/her back to the camera.
The superintendent’s head is
close to being at the same
level as other people in the
shot.

Informal shots in a nice, outdoor setting (and/or one with architectural interest) are a good
contrast to the usual work/office setting or more formal shots. All authors here are relaxed
and smiling, their heads fill most of the frame and the co-authors are close together.

Children are the purpose of schools. Don’t be afraid to put them in a photo (unless the topic
about which you are writing seems inappropriate*).

*

For example, if the feature deals with the growing threat of angry parents and community members against
school administrators, a photo of a superintendent with students would be a poor fit with the editorial slant. A
better idea would be a school leader at a crowded board meeting.

Office shots can be used if the
subject is “caught in the act” of
working. This photo works well
for a feature because the author
is at work with other adults, but
is full-faced and relaxed. It
doesn’t look staged.

Photos for columns
• Column headshots (e.g., Focus, Profile, People
Watch, etc.) must be high resolution (300 dpi) and in
color
Head shots look best when the subject is smiling and either
facing the camera straight on or slightly turned.

Image formatting
Images for the magazine must be a minimum of 300 dpi (dots per inch) at 5”x7”. To achieve
this, set the camera on the highest resolution possible when the photo is taken and when
the image is transferred to the computer. Generally, 300 dpi photos are large enough to
take up most of the screen when opened on the computer. Please do not send a photo that
you have saved from a website – pictures on the Internet generally have a very small
resolution.
Note: It is possible for us to take a large image (8”x10”) shot at 150 dpi and reduce it to a
3”x4” image at 300 dpi. However, the reverse is not true; photos cannot be sized up
without a loss of data – image quality will be compromised.
Hint: The smaller the file size, the less likely the image will be suitable for print!
Images may be saved as JPG, TIF or EPS files. When saving as a JPG, choose “maximum”
quality, if available.

Captions and credits
Please include the complete contact information and job title of the subject of the
photograph to ensure the information appears correctly in captions. Please also include
photo caption/credit information (general location and month/year when taken, who/what
is being shown, and the name and district of the photographer for attribution).

Photos from other sources
Authors sometimes direct us to existing photos from local or national newspapers or
magazines and we purchase the rights for republication of the photo.
To enable the magazine to acquire existing photos from other sources, please provide the
following information for identification purposes to Jacqueline Hyman; jhyman@aasa.org;
• A link to the photo in its original context
• A copy of the photo with caption information, including publication date of photo
• Complete name of publication and photographer

Delivery instructions
Image files can be e-mailed to Jacqueline Hyman at jhyman@aasa.org. If the image files are
too large, contact Jacqueline to discuss alternative file-sharing methods (Dropbox, Google
Docs, ftps).

Final pointers for shooting your own photos
• Make sure the camera lens is clean. Use special lens tissues from a camera store (not
facial tissues), if needed.
• Whenever possible, select the area where you’ll take the pictures. Look for lighting
that will hit the subject at a 45-degree angle. Before shooting, look at the subject
while walking around the scene to find the best view. Try different camera angles to
keep out background clutter.
• To avoid self-conscious poses, engage photo subjects in conversation. Wait for them
to respond and assume more natural postures before taking the picture.
• Move in close or zoom in to make sure the image fills the frame. Eliminate details
that aren’t relevant to the story.

Questions? Email Jacqueline Hyman at jhyman@aasa.org or call 703-875-0707.

